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Introduction
This report sets forth a summary of evidence received during an investigation by the New
York State Gaming Commission after a complaint by the trainer of the horse “Moreno” that
the jockey of the horse “Will Take Charge” used an electrical device in the 2013 Travers
Stakes. The complaint was received, and the investigation began on August 30, 2013, a
week after the Travers was run. The investigation concluded on September 28, 2013.
All evidence involved in this specific investigation, including videos, high-resolution
photographs, the original complaint and other documentation, may be viewed at
www.gaming.ny.gov/travers_investigation.php.
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Executive Summary
The New York State Gaming Commission regulates all aspects of gaming and gambling
activity in the state, including horse racing and pari-mutuel wagering, Class III Indian
Gaming, the state lottery (including video lottery terminals) and charitable gaming.

An important part of the regulatory role provided by the Commission is to thoroughly
investigate claims that call into question the integrity of a pari-mutuel event. A claim of
such a nature was made by a trainer against the rider of the horse that finished first in the
August 24, 2013 Travers Stakes at Saratoga Race Course.

On August 30, 2013, Eric Guillot, the trainer of the second place finisher “Moreno,” alleged
that Luis Saez, the jockey of the winning horse “Will Take Charge” was carrying an
electrical device during the race in order to shock or jolt the horse into running faster. If
true, such an allegation would not only be a blatant violation of long-standing Gaming
Commission rules, it would also carry with it possible criminal violations, including but not
limited to Grand Larceny, Conspiracy and/or Animal Cruelty, as well as federal violations.

At a minimum, it would constitute a misdemeanor offense as set forth in New York State
Penal Law Section 180.50 proscribes “tampering … , with intent to influence the outcome of
a sports contest, … with any animal … involved in the conduct … of a sports contest in a
manner contrary to the rules and usages … [that] govern such … contest.” This offense is a
class A misdemeanor punishable by a possible fine and a term of imprisonment not to
exceed one year.

Commission rule Section 4043.3(a) states “No person shall … use or possess any electrical
device, ‘joint,’ ‘battery,’ electric prod, or any other electrical equipment that can be used to
stimulate, depress, goad, spur, retard or condition a horse during a race or during training.”
Mr. Guillot’s written complaint states:

“I Eric Guillot am filing a complaint for our lost in the race called the Traver’s
at Saratoga on Aug 24th 2013 – My horse Moreno was beat a nose on the wire
by horse named Take Charge Indy – After suffering biggest defeat in our career
– my brother Chip who was here cooking Cajun food had recorded races on NBC
line for family once he got home and watched replay on NBC on big plasma TV
he said it was obvious the kid had trouble celebrating cuss of black device in
right hand switching too left hand and tucking under left shoulder under saddle
pad! We feel this has crossed every integrity line of horse racing and would like
this investigated an resolved!” (sic)
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Mr. Guillot presented as evidence of the allegation a video of the replay of the Travers
Stakes that was recorded by a mobile device. Mr. Guillot claimed the video showed the
alleged violation at the finish line and during the gradual riding to a stop of the horses after
the finish of the race. This video, along with all other evidence reviewed in the
investigation, is available online at www.gaming.ny.gov/travers_investigation.php.

Because of the nature and possible ramifications, Mr. Guillot’s complaint was investigated
thoroughly and comprehensively. The Commission, with the full cooperation and
assistance of The New York Racing Association, Inc. (NYRA) and forensic video analysis
provided by the New York State Police (NYSP), thoroughly investigated each aspect of the
accusation, seeking to determine:
• Was any electrical or mechanical device found on the racetrack by NYRA?
• Is the recording of the National Broadcast Company’s (NBC) broadcast submitted by
Mr. Guillot an accurate depiction?
• What is shown in the highest quality video when analyzed by forensic experts?
• Was there any aspect of the conduct of Mr. Saez that suggests he was using a device?
• Was there any indication in the behavior of the horse that suggests a device was
used?
• Was there any difference in the performance of the horse compared to prior races?
• Was there any difference in the reaction of Mr. Saez compared to other races he
won?
• Does Mr. Saez or the other jockeys in the race report anything incriminating?
• What is the reputation of Mr. Saez among the other jockeys at NYRA races?
To answer these questions and come to an unambiguous conclusion, the investigation
included the following actions:
• Thorough and repeated searches of the racetrack surface and a search of Mr. Saez’s
locker in the jockey room at Saratoga Race Course.
• Comprehensive analysis of video and photographic evidence provided by NYRA,
NBC, as well as private photographer Dennis Donohue. Investigators from the NYSP,
including the director of the State Police’s Forensic Video/Multimedia Services Unit,
provided expertise and technical assistance to enhance and evaluate the footage
collected.
• Interviews and sworn/signed statements from Mr. Saez, other jockeys participating
in the 2013 Travers Stakes, as well as the outrider and valet who were in proximity
to “Will Take Charge” on August 24, 2013.

The Commission’s investigation concluded that Mr. Saez was not carrying any sort of
electrical device and that Mr. Guillot’s allegation was wholly unsubstantiated. This
conclusion was reached unanimously by the three Stewards and the staff of the
Commission.

The Commission acknowledges the participation and cooperation of various parties
involved in the investigation, including the NYSP, NYRA, NBC, the jockeys who rode in the
2013 Travers Stakes, as well as NYRA outriders and Mr. Saez’s valet.
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Statutory and Regulatory Authority of the New York State Gaming Commission
The New York State Gaming Commission (“Commission”) was established on February 1,
2013, when the New York State Racing and Wagering Board was merged with the New
York Lottery into a new Commission to oversee all lawful gaming activities in New York
State. The Commission has jurisdiction over all horse racing activities in the State,
continuing a history of State oversight of Thoroughbred racing that dates from 1895. The
Commission’s regulations prescribe the powers and duties of the three Stewards who
supervise each Thoroughbred pari-mutuel horse race. One of these Stewards is an official
employed by the Commission. The Commission has a staff of experienced investigators,
headed by Acting Director of Racing Investigations Joel M. Leveson, who assist State
Steward Carmine Donofrio and investigate all racing matters for the Commission.
Mission Statement of the New York State Gaming Commission

The Commission's mission is to ensure that all lawful gaming and horse racing activity
conducted in this State is of the highest integrity, credibility and quality. Operating in the
most efficient and transparent manner, the Commission conducts the New York Lottery
and serves the best interests of the public by providing responsive and effective state
gaming regulation. The Commission strives to ensure that all stakeholders in the gaming
and horse racing industries, including the consumers who wager on activities regulated or
operated by the Commission, are treated in an equitable and responsible manner and to
promote the health and safety of horses and all participants in racing. By consolidating
various regulatory functions into one oversight body with broad powers, the Commission
seeks to ensure fair and strict regulation of all gaming activity while reducing costs and
regulatory burdens to the gaming industry. The Commission aspires to provide the
regulatory structure necessary for New York gaming activity to operate effectively in a
global, evolving and increasingly competitive marketplace to generate revenue for aid to
education and for the support of government, and to contribute to overall economic
development and job creation in New York.
The 2013 Travers Stakes

The Travers Stakes is one of the most prestigious races in Thoroughbred racing. It is the
oldest major Thoroughbred race in America, dating from 1864. It is a Grade 1 race with a
purse of one million dollars, and is known as The Mid-Summer Derby and the “crown
jewel” of the renowned annual Saratoga Race Meeting.

The Travers Stakes was conducted on August 24, 2013 at Saratoga Race Course. It was the
12th race of the day. According to the official Equibase chart for the race (Figure 1),
“’Moreno’ established control from the start, fought back after ‘Orb’ took a slim lead at the
top of the stretch, then lost in a photo finish as “Will Take Charge” steadily closed from the
outside and overtook the leaders at the finish line.”
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Official Order of Finish:
1. Will Take Charge (Luis Saez)
2. Moreno (Jose Ortiz)
3. Orb (Jose Lezcano)
4. Palace Malice (Mike Smith)
5. Romansh (Javier Castellano)
6. War Dancer (Alan Garcia)
7. Verrazano (John Velazquez)
8. Golden Soul (Robby Albarado)
9. Transparent (Irad Ortiz, Jr.)

Pursuant to established procedure, when no Jockey or Steward inquiry was lodged, the
race was declared official.
Figure 1:

© 2013 Equibase Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Eric Guillot’s Complaint, Email and Video
One week after the conclusion of the 2013 Travers Stakes, Eric Guillot, the trainer of the
second-place finisher “Moreno” filed a complaint against Luis Saez, the jockey of “Will Take
Charge,” the horse that defeated his horse at the finish. There was no prior complaint and
there had been no inquiry or claim of foul after the race.
Mr. Guillot filed a written complaint which reads as follows:

“I Eric Guillot am filing a complaint for our lost in the race called the Traver’s at
Saratoga on Aug 24th 2013 – My horse Moreno was beat a nose on the wire by horse
named Take Charge Indy – After suffering biggest defeat in our career – my brother
Chip who was here cooking Cajun food had recorded races on NBC line for family
once he got home and watched replay on NBC on big plasma TV he said it was
obvious the kid had trouble celebrating cuss of black device in right hand switching
too left hand and tucking under left shoulder under saddle pad! We feel this has
crossed every integrity line of horse racing and would like this investigated an
resolved!” (sic) (Figure 2)

Figure 2:
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Mr. Guillot also emailed a complaint to Alternate State Steward Stephen Lewandowski and
presented as evidence of the allegation a video of the replay of the Travers Stakes that was
recorded by a mobile device. Mr. Guillot claimed the video showed the alleged violation at
the finish line and during the gradual riding to a stop of the horses after the finish of the
race.

Mr. Guillot subsequently contacted the Commission to suggest that perhaps the jockey, Luis
Saez, had hidden the device in his hands; dropped the device onto the surface of the track;
or forced the device into the rein knot, which is formed when the two reins are tied
together to permit a jockey to control the reins with one hand and to prevent a rein from
dropping out of reach during the race.

There was no physical evidence provided showing any device in the possession of Mr. Saez
during the 2013 Travers Stakes. Mr. Guillot alleges that the video he provided showed a
“blurry, black device” he believed to be an illegal electrical or mechanical device.
Legal and Statutory Implications

The applicable rule of the Commission states, “No person shall … use or possess any
electrical device, ‘joint,’ ‘battery,’ electric prod, or any other electrical equipment that can
be used to stimulate, depress, goad, spur, retard or condition a horse during a race or
during training.” Section 4043.3(a) of Title 9 of the New York Code of Rules and
Regulations (“NYCRR”). A variant of this rule has been in effect for more than a century. 1

Under the Penal Law of the State of New York, the use of an electrical device in a parimutuel horse race constitutes a criminal offense. Section 180.50 of the Penal Law
proscribes “tampering … , with intent to influence the outcome of a sports contest, … with
any animal … involved in the conduct … of a sports contest in a manner contrary to the
rules and usages … [that] govern such … contest.” This offense is a class A misdemeanor
punishable by a possible fine and a term of imprisonment not to exceed one year.
Other possible criminal charges associated with such an allegation could include:
• Grand Larceny in the second degree, given the purse money at stake (Penal Law
§155.42)
• Conspiracy, varying degrees depending on the number of individuals involved
(Penal Law §105.10)
• Animal Cruelty, a misdemeanor offense, due to the allegation of shocking a horse
into running faster (Agriculture and Markets Law §353)
1

See, e.g., Goodwin’s Annual Official Turf Guide for 1903, “Adopted and Used by All Jockey Clubs and Racing
Associations in the United States and Canada” (Goodwin Bros.), Rules of Racing, Part XXIV, Rule 162, Section VI
(added December 11, 1902), ”Any person … who shall have used appliances electrical or mechanical other than the
ordinary whip and spur. Every person so offending shall be ruled off.” Compare 9 NYCRR § 4042.1(e).
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Federal offenses involving Mail and Wire Fraud, due to the pari-mutuel wagering
that was transacted on this event across state lines.

American Thoroughbred racing has been scandalized on occasion by reports of the use or
possession of such electrical devices, but incidents of this nature have been rare at the
preeminent NYRA race meetings. There have been only three reports of an electrical device
found on the grounds in the past 40 years:
• Jockey Sandino Hernandez was suspended by the Commission when he threw down
an electrical device as a paddock judge approached him before the 4th race at
Belmont Park on September 20, 1974.
• An electrical device was seen falling against the side of the horse ridden by jockey
Lazaro Saumell in the starting gate before the start of the 2nd race at Belmont Park
on June 22, 1981, and found by NYRA veterinarian Dr. Manuel Gilman.
• Groom Victor Maldonado was found in possession of a cattle prod in a training barn
at Aqueduct Racetrack in late 1986. It was found hidden in a fire box in the barn and
he claimed to have found the device on a chute leading to the main track.
These incidents were investigated fully, and the jockey matters were referred for
prosecution by the former Racing and Wagering Board.
Any use or possession of electrical devices in New York racing would be a cause for serious
concern of the Commission.
Overview of Investigation

Upon receiving the initial complaint, the Commission immediately determined to conduct a
thorough investigation into this very serious charge. Various officials in state government
were promptly briefed on the allegation, including:
• Director of State Operations Howard B. Glaser
• New York State Police Superintendent Joseph A. D’Amico
• Mary B. Kavaney, Assistant Secretary for Public Safety
• Bennett M. Liebman, Deputy Secretary for Gaming and Racing

Under the leadership of the Commission’s Acting Executive Director Robert Williams,
Acting Director of the Division of Horse Racing and Pari-Mutuel Racing Ronald G. Ochrym,
and Acting Director of Racing Investigations Joel M. Leveson, and with the full cooperation
and assistance of NYRA and forensic video analysis provided by the NYSP, the Commission
thoroughly investigated each aspect of the accusation, seeking to determine:
• Was any electrical or mechanical device found on the racetrack by NYRA?
• Is the recording of the NBC broadcast submitted by Mr. Guillot an accurate
depiction?
• What is shown in the highest quality video when analyzed by forensic experts?
• Was there any aspect of the conduct of Mr. Saez that suggests he was using a device?
• Was there any indication in the behavior of the horse that suggests a device was
used?
• Was there any difference in the performance of the horse compared to prior races?
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•

Was there any difference in the reaction of Mr. Saez compared to other races he
won?
Does Mr. Saez or the other jockeys in the race report anything incriminating?
What is the reputation of Mr. Saez among the other jockeys at NYRA races?

Additional actions taken:
• NYRA conducted thorough and repeated searches of the racetrack surface and a
search of Mr. Saez’s locker in the jockey room at Saratoga Race Course.
• NYRA immediately provided its video of the race to the Commission. NYRA was able
to obtain from NBC original race footage for analysis by the State Police and
Commission.
• New York State Police Bureau of Criminal Investigations Investigator Ronald R.
Pierone, Jr. , Director James Kennedy of the Forensic Video/Multimedia Services
Unit and Senior Investigator Michael Cuomo with the participation of Commission
Acting Director of Investigations Leveson, provided a forensic screening and
analysis of all available video of the 2013 Travers Stakes at the State Police video
laboratory in Albany, New York.
• Photographer Dennis Donohue provided access to his professional photographs that
he had taken from his vantage point on the first turn as the horses finished in the
2013 Travers Stakes. He provided to the Commission a copy of his photographs
clearly depicting the hands of Mr. Saez.
• Gaming Commission investigative staff interviewed Mr. Saez, other jockeys who
rode in the Travers Stakes, as well as Mr. Saez’s valet and the outrider who met Mr.
Saez and “Will Take Charge” upon completion of the race.
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The Investigation
On August 30, 2013, Trainer Eric Guillot claimed that jockey Luis Saez on “Will Take
Charge” used an electrical device to defeat his horse “Moreno” in the 2013 Travers Stakes.

In all, Mr. Guillot proffered three complaints:
• Orally/in-person to State Steward Carmine Donofrio at the Commission’s office at
Saratoga Race Course. Mr. Guillot brought with him a mobile device-provided video
of a recording of the race made by his brother from the television broadcast of the
race by NBC (Figure 3). Acting Director of Investigations Leveson was summoned
to the Commission’s offices to participate in an interview of Mr. Guillot. This process
was completed before noon on August 30. State Steward Donofrio alerted the other
two Stewards, Dr. W. Theodore Hill, D.V.M., The Jockey Club Steward at NYRA, and
Braulio Baeza, Jr., NYRA Steward, of the complaint that had been filed.
• Via written statement delivered to Commission Investigator A. Louis Gonzalez, who
is regularly stationed at the NYRA racetracks (Figure 2)
• Via email detailing his complaint to Alternate State Steward Stephen Lewandowski.
(Figure 4)
Figure 3:

Figure 4:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ap2KZU7vO0&feature=youtu.be

On August 31, 2013, Alternate State Steward Lewandowski directed NYRA to hold the
purses from the winning and second place horses in the 2013 Travers Stakes.
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NYRA Investigator John McDonnell made an unannounced search of the locker and jockey
area of Luis Saez in the NYRA jockey room, with no incriminating results.

The three Stewards met with Luis Saez and Jockey Guild representative rider John
Velazquez in Dr. Hill’s office at the racetrack and went to the judges’ booth where the NYRA
video of the race could be reviewed. Mr. Velazquez, also a jockey, rode in the Travers Stakes
on seventh place finisher “Verrazano.”

Both jockeys stated that the video did not indicate that Mr. Saez used or possessed an
electrical device or anything but his padded riding crop and reins during the Travers
Stakes. The riders independently stated that the video included sequences at the finish of
the race and when Mr. Saez was riding to a stop after the race during which Mr. Saez’s
hands were completely open and empty.

After conferring with legal counsel, Mr. Saez elected to make a formal statement at a later
date.

State Steward Donofrio requested that NYRA provide a copy of its videos of the race to the
Commission for further detailed review.
Multiple Searches of the Track Surface

The 2013 Travers Stakes was the last race conducted on the dirt on August 24, but another
19 races had been held on the dirt at Saratoga Race Course during the week before Mr.
Guillot contacted the Commission with his complaint. Typically, a dirt racetrack is
harrowed between races and after periodic track maintenance.
During this week of repeated use of the racetrack, no electrical device had been noticed on
the racetrack surface or grounds. Thorough searches for an electrical device were planned
for the racetrack beginning August 31.

According to NYRA Vice President of Facilities and Racing Surfaces Glen Kozak, NYRA
investigators conducted seven searches of the dirt racing surface and neighboring area of
Saratoga Race Course:
• Three visual searches were conducted in the mornings of August 31, September 1
and September 2, 2013. The dirt track was used for 11 races on August 31, seven
races on September 1 and 10 races on September 2. NYRA had leveled (“floated”)
the dirt racing surface before each race by pulling a heavy drag on the racetrack.
This is done to smooth the racing surface and to minimize intrusions of rainfall
when there are wet weather conditions. The final day of racing at the 2013 Saratoga
Race Meeting was September 2, 2013.
• Another visual inspection was conducted for an electrical or mechanical device
while NYRA conducted its final grading of the dirt surface at Saratoga Race Course
on September 5, 2013.
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Three additional searches were conducted by using a tractor to pull a magnet device
on September 5, 6 and 7, when the weather was dry enough to permit this device to
be readily dragged on the track surface. The magnet is ordinarily used to locate and
remove any metal objects, such as shoeing nails, which may have fallen onto the dirt
surface of the racetrack during the day. NYRA began its Fall 2013 Belmont Race
Meeting on September 7, 2013.

Nothing of interest or pertinent to the investigation was detected during any of the
searches.
Examination of the Video and Photographic Evidence

The video and photographic evidence, including the video submitted by Mr. Guillot, was
subjected to an examination by investigative staff, including the NYSP’s Forensic
Video/Media Services Unit. Additionally, footage from NBC and NYRA, including feeds that
were unaired on public broadcast, were carefully analyzed using the NYSP’s
comprehensive resources. The NYSP review included technological enhancements and
speed alterations in order to clearly analyze each frame of the footage.

In total, the NYSP's Forensic Video/Multimedia Services Unit reviewed and analyzed more
than 7,000 individual frames taken from the raw high-definition video footage obtained
from NBC.

This examination showed conclusively:
• There was no foreign object depicted in the hands of Mr. Saez .
• His hands never possess any object other than his padded riding crop or reins.
• Mr. Saez did not, at any time throughout the conduct of the race, carry his hands in a
suspicious manner or appear to engage in any furtive movement.
• Mr. Saez, at the finish of the race, carried his hands in the hair line of the mane of
“Will Take Charge” and not near the surface of the horse where he could have
administered an electrical or mechanical charge to the horse (Figure 5)
• His hands’ movements consist of the transfer of his padded riding crop from one
hand to the other while maintaining pressure on the reins.
• He makes no furtive motion that suggests that he has any device in his hands.
• He does not place anything in the rein knot or under his saddle and no motions by
Mr. Saez suggest that he ever attempted to do so.
After examination of the Guillot-provided mobile device footage (Figure 3), it was
determined that it appears to have been made using various physical components,
including:
• A digital video recorder or other recording device used to record the race
• A monitor or television used to display the replay of the race
• A mobile device used to record the monitor's display of the replay
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According to the Forensic Video/Multimedia Services Unit's Director, when video is
recorded in the manner described by Guillot, "compression artifacts" will likely occur in the
recording created. Compression is the scientific method of reducing the amount of data
required to convey an image. Because the Guillot-provided video resulted from a mobile
device recording of images displayed on a television monitor displaying output from a
home recording device (e.g. DVR), which had recorded from the original telecast footage,
"compression artifacts" are present.
The forensic experts found the original source footage to be an accurate depiction of the
race, and that the Guillot-provided recording is not an accurate depiction of the race.

At the conclusion of the race, the video evidence includes several frames that clearly depict
Mr. Saez holding his left and right hand in an open position or in a manner that reveals
what is in his hand. In each case, his hand is empty or holds only his padded riding crop or
the reins of the horse. At no time does an object appear to drop from his hands. (Figures 616)
A review of photos obtained from private photographer Dennis Donohue taken after the
conclusion of the race further supports this finding. (Figures 17-18)

The Stewards, who have decades of experience in either participating or monitoring
Thoroughbred racing, or both, have expertise to determine whether or not a horse has
been subject to an electrical or mechanical shock. The video and photographic review
supports the Stewards’ collective opinion that the horse “Will Take Charge” did not appear
to respond to any administration of an electrical or mechanical shock.

The video and photographic review, when coupled with information derived from
statements from Mr. Saez and the other jockeys who participated in the Travers Stakes,
including Javier Castellano who rode “Will Take Charge” in its prior race, prove:
• The performance of the horse was consistent with its performance under the hand
of a different jockey in its prior race, the 2013 Jim Dandy conducted at Saratoga
Race Course on July 27, 2013. In both races, the horse closes well in the stretch and
overtakes Mr. Guillot’s horse “Moreno” by lengthening its stride.
• Mr. Saez reacted in his typical fashion after winning the 2013 Travers Stakes. There
is no evidence that he did not celebrate in his normal fashion or otherwise appear to
attempt to conceal any device.
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Figure 5:

Figure 6:

© 2013 Bob Coglianese Photos - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 7:

Figure 8:

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 9:

Figure 10:

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 11:

Figure 12:

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 13:

Figure 14:

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 15:

Figure 16:

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.

© 2013 NYRA, Inc. - Used with permission.
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Figure 17:

Figure 18:

© 2013 Dennis Donohue - Through-My-Lens.com. Used with permission.

© 2013 Dennis Donohue - Through-My-Lens.com. Used with permission.
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Interviews of the Witnesses
Each of the jockeys in the Travers Stakes in proximity to Mr. Saez who might have observed
any misconduct or unusual behavior was interviewed in person. Interviews were also
conducted in person by Commission investigators with Mr. Saez’s jockey valet at the 2013
Saratoga Race Meeting and with the outrider for his horse after the Travers Stakes.

Each witness observed no device in the hands of Mr. Saez and voiced no reason to suspect
that he had possessed or used an electrical or mechanical device during the Travers Stakes.
Additionally, none were aware of rumors of anyone engaging in such activity among the
jockey community at the Saratoga Race Meeting and strongly condemned such practices.

Javier Castellano, who finished fifth in the Travers Stakes aboard “Romansh,” previously
rode “Will Take Charge” in the 2013 Jim Dandy at Saratoga Race Course on July 27, 2013.
Mr. Castellano stated that “Will Take Charge” performed in a similar manner during the
stretch in the Travers Stakes and the Jim Dandy.

Jose Ortiz, jockey on second place finisher “Moreno,” was not surprised by the results or by
Mr. Saez’s reaction to his victory.
The witnesses praised Mr. Saez’s character, personal manner, and reputation as a person
and jockey. According to these witnesses, Mr. Saez is a quiet and reserved young jockey
who did not act out of character in the manner in which he reacted to winning the Travers
Stakes.
The interviews and subsequent signed statements of each witness were evaluated as part
of the investigation (Figure 19). In sum:
•

•

•

•

Javier Castellano, Rider of “Romansh:” Mr. Castellano felt that Mr. Saez “rode the
horse masterfully” and that the horse attained its closing speed gradually, by
lengthening its stride, “exactly the way he remembered his own ride of the horse” in
the Jim Dandy.
Miguel A Gutierrez, Chief Outrider at NYRA tracks for the past 23 years: Mr.
Gutierrez was positioned on the outside rail to watch the horses finish the 2013
Travers Stakes and took “Will Take Charge” back to the winner’s circle after the
race. He saw nothing fall from the hand of the winner and saw Mr. Saez place
nothing under the saddle cloth.
Jose Lezcano, Rider of “Orb:” Mr. Lezcano went to the inside while “Will Take
Charge” went to the outside in their efforts to pass “Moreno” in the stretch. He
noticed after the race that Mr. Saez initially was not sure whether or not he had won
the race.
Jose Ortiz, Rider of “Moreno:” Mr. Ortiz described Luis Saez as a professional and
personable jockey, albeit somewhat reserved. He was not surprised by the
performance of “Will Take Charge” and believed that Mr. Saez did not immediately
realize that he had won this very close race.
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•

•
•

Rodney Paine, Jockey Valet of Mr. Saez during this Saratoga Race Meeting and
Exercise Rider: Mr. Paine reported that none of the jockeys at the Saratoga Race
Meeting have any use for electrical devices, and not Mr. Saez in particular. He
recognizes that Mr. Saez is a “quiet and reserved” person who reacted in his typical
manner when he won the 2103 Travers Stakes.
Mike Smith, Rider of “Palace Malice:” Mr. Smith could see Luis Saez’s ride during
the race and saw nothing unusual. After the race, the other jockeys had “only respect
and kindness” for Mr. Saez.
John Velazquez, Rider of “Verrazano” and Jockey Representative of The Jockey
Guild at the NYRA racetracks: Mr. Velazquez reported that Mr. Saez was “busy in
the stretch” with various actions that occupied his hands and attention, “then rode
with his hands in the hair line of the mane … to the finish.” He was “directly behind”
Mr. Saez and saw nothing fall from his hands.

In total and reviewed individually, these interviews establish that there is no basis to
suspect that Mr. Saez used or possessed an unlawful device during the running of the
Travers Stakes.
Additionally, the interviews confirm the manner in which Mr. Saez behaved at the
conclusion of the race as being within his character and attest to his integrity and
professionalism as a jockey.
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Figure 19:
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The Statement/Interview of Luis Saez
On September 25, 2013 at approximately 11 a.m., Acting Director of Investigations Joel
Leveson interviewed Luis Saez at Belmont Race Track. Present were his attorney Karen A.
Murphy, his agent Richard DePass and Jockey Guild Representative John Velazquez.

As Mr. Saez’s primary language is Spanish, Commission Investigator Angel Gonzalez acted
as interpreter. Mr. Velazquez is also bi-lingual and listened and interpreted along with
Investigator Gonzalez during the interview. Mr. Velazquez and Investigator Gonzalez were
never in disagreement regarding the translation.

After being sworn-in, Mr. Saez was questioned about his background as a jockey both in his
native Panama, Florida and New York.
He was asked whether he rode "Will Take Charge" before, either in morning workout or
races. He answered neither.

He was asked to describe his ride in the Travers Stakes. After discussing the race, he was
asked to comment on what happened from the time he stood up after the finish wire, till he
sat down in the saddle, to stop the horse in the clubhouse turn.
Mr. Saez stated, in general, that after the race, he was uncertain whether he had won the
race or not until “the lady rode over to me.” He claimed that when NBC commentator
Donna Barton rode over to him, he then knew he was the winner.

Mr. Saez then was asked questions pertaining to his hand movements while trying to
change his whip from the left hand to the right hand after the wire. He agreed that the right
hand was holding the knot and the left hand was holding the loop of the reins. He stated
that he reached for the handle of the whip, then steadied himself while feeling unbalanced
momentarily. He stated that once he was back in balance he moved his right hand back to
the whip to complete the change of hands on the whip. He then rearranged the hands on
the reins in preparation for the eventual stop of the horse. After completing this maneuver,
he relaxed his left hand guiding the horse with the right hand.
After indicating that he has heard of an electrical device, Mr. Saez was asked the following
questions:
• Have you ever seen one?
No.
• Have you ever used one?
No.
• Have you ever used an electrical device in a morning work out?
No.
• Have you ever ridden next to someone who you knew to be using an electrical
device?
No.
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Did anyone ask you to carry an electrical device?
No.
Did D. Wayne Lukas (Trainer of “Will Take Charge”) ask you to carry an electrical
device?
No.
Did you carry an electrical device in the race?
No.
Did you hide anything under the saddle cloth?
No.
Did you throw anything away with your left hand?
No.
Did you hide anything in the knot of the reins?
No.

Mr. Saez signed a statement recounting the above interview (Figure 20).

Mr. Saez answered every question asked of him. His answers were direct and forthright.

In summary, Mr. Saez stated that he did not use an electrical device in the Travers Stakes,
was not asked to use one before he rode “Will Take Charge,” did not hide any object under
the horse’s saddle cloth or in the rein knot, and had not thrown anything away with his left
hand.
He gave a full account of his hand motions at the finish of the race, consistent with what
Investigator Leveson, himself an experienced horseperson, recognized from the race
videos.
The interview of Mr. Saez did not suggest any wrongdoing on his part.
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Figure 20:
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Timeline of Investigation
Friday, August 30, 2013: Mr. Guillot contacts Commission Stewards and provides
complaint and video alleging Mr. Saez carried/used an electronic device in the August 24,
2013 Travers Stakes. Commission Stewards and investigators interview Mr. Guillot, watch
and obtain a copy of his text video and take his written complaint. (Figures 2-4)

Saturday, August 31, 2013: Alternate State Steward Lewandowski directs NYRA to
withhold purses.

Commission staff briefs the Director of State Operations, the Superintendent of the State
Police and the Deputy and Assistant Secretaries for Public Safety and Gaming and Racing on
the complaint.
NYRA conducts a search of Mr. Saez’s area and locker in the jockey room with no
incriminating result. NYRA confirms that no pertinent foreign objects were found on the
track between the Travers Stakes and August 31. NYRA initiates additional comprehensive
examinations of the dirt racing surface and neighboring area of the racetrack with no
incriminating results.
The three supervising Stewards meet with Mr. Saez and his Jockey Guild representative,
Mr. Velazquez, who, after viewing the video, deny it shows any device.

State Steward Donofrio requests all films and views from NYRA. Acting Director of
Investigations Leveson in consultation with Acting Executive Director Williams requests
the assistance of the NYSP for forensic video analysis.
NYRA delivers all films to State Steward Donofrio and Acting Director of Investigations
Leveson delivers the video evidence to NYSP.

Sunday, September 1, 2013: NYRA conducts another inspection of the dirt race track and
neighboring areas of the racetrack with no incriminating results.
Monday, September 2, 2013: Commission Acting Director of Investigations Leveson
meets with NYSP Bureau of Criminal Investigations Investigator Pierone and Forensic
Video/Multimedia Services Director Kennedy. Director Kennedy requests High-Definition
NBC footage, which was not yet available to Investigators. NYRA again searches the dirt
racetrack and neighboring areas of the racetrack with no incriminating results.
Tuesday, September 3, 2013: NYRA performs a third search of the dirt racetrack and
neighboring areas of the racetrack with no incriminating results.

Thursday, September 5, 2013: NYRA performs a fourth search of the dirt racetrack and
neighboring areas of the racetrack, this time with a magnetic device, with negative results.
NYRA also conducts a visual inspection during its final grading of the dirt surface of the
racetrack at Saratoga Race Course, also with no incriminating results.
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Friday, September 6, 2013: NYRA performs a sixth search of the dirt racetrack and
neighboring areas of the racetrack, its second with a magnetic device, with no incriminating
results.
Saturday, September 7, 2013: NYRA conducts a seventh and final search of the dirt
racetrack and neighboring areas of the racetrack, its third with a magnetic device, with no
incriminating results.

Monday, September 9, 2013: NBC delivers its High-Definition race footage to the NYSP.
Investigator Pierone, Director Kennedy and Senior Investigator Michael Cuomo, together
with Commission Acting Director of Investigations Leveson, engage in a forensic
examination of the race videos at NYSP video lab in Albany, NY. The team analyzes HDTV
footage supplied by NBC at normal play and frame-by-frame, which feature less motion
distortion than in the original video supplied by Mr. Guillot.

HDTV film shows no evidence of any electrical device at any time. Every still frame in the
critical sequence from the finish to riding to a stop by an outrider horse, is examined:
• Several frames clearly show Mr. Saez’s left hand – when the alleged device is
claimed to be switched to such hand – is visible, open, and empty. (figures 6, 11,
16)
• Neither of Mr. Saez’s hands hold anything except a riding crop or reins. (figures 618)
• No object is seen falling from Mr. Saez or his horse. (figures 6-18)
• Mr. Saez makes no motion to conceal an object in either hand or elsewhere. (figures
6-18)
NYSP and Commission investigators conclude:
• The race video shows no illegal object in Mr. Saez’s possession.
• The Mr. Guillot-provided video resulted from a mobile device recording of images
displayed on a television monitor displaying output from a home recording device
(e.g. DVR), which had recorded from the original telecast footage, "compression
artifacts" are present.
• The forensic experts found the original source footage to be an accurate depiction of
the race, and that the Guillot-provided recording is not an accurate depiction of the
race.
September 9 – 14, 2013: Arrangements are made to interview witnesses.

September 14-19, 2013: Acting Director of Investigations Leveson and Investigator
Gonzalez interview several jockeys who participated in the Travers Stakes, including Javier
Castellano, Jose Ortiz, Mike Smith and John Velazquez. Investigator Leveson also interviews
outrider Miguel Gutierrez and jockey valet Rodney Paine. The witnesses sign statements
based on these interviews and all report seeing nothing out of the ordinary during the
Travers Stakes. (Figure 19)
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Tuesday, September 24, 2013: Acting Director of Investigations Leveson obtains still
shots from professional photographer Dennis Donohue who was positioned at the outside
rail on the first turn. Mr. Donohue’s still photographs confirm what the NBC footage show
and include two additional photographs of the back of Mr. Saez’s hands, which are relaxed
and clearly grasping only the reins or his padded riding crop after the conclusion of the
race. (Figure 17-18)

Wednesday, September 25, 2013: Acting Director of Investigations Leveson conducts a
formal interview of Mr. Saez in the presence of Mr. Saez’s various representatives,
including his attorney Karen A. Murphy. Interpretation to and from Spanish is provided by
Investigator Gonzalez and John Velazquez.
Saturday, September 28, 2013: Investigator Gonzalez interviews jockey Jose Lezcano,
who reports seeing nothing out of the ordinary during the Travers race.

Thursday, October 3, 2013: Gaming Commission receives signed statement summarizing
the September 25 formal interview of Mr. Saez. (Figure 20)
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Findings
From its investigation and analysis, the Commission found the following:
• There is no credible video evidence of any object in Mr. Saez’s hands, apart from his
reins and padded riding crop, at any time during the 2013 Travers Stakes.
• The NBC video evidence shows that no unlawful object was in Mr. Saez’s hands.
• Any appearance of what was alleged to be an illicit object or device in the video
supplied by Mr. Guillot is not an accurate depiction because there is no such object
in the actual NBC footage.
• Any alleged appearance of an object in the mobile device-generated video supplied
by Mr. Guillot is due to "compression artifacts" caused by making home recordings
of the HDTV footage that was broadcast by NBC.
• There was no device found on the track surface, in the jockey room, or anywhere on
the grounds.
• Mr. Saez behaved in a manner typical for him after winning the Travers Stakes.
• Mr. Saez rode his horse throughout the race in a manner that indicates that he was
not using an electrical or mechanical device on his horse during the Travers Stakes.
• The horse “Will Take Charge” did not behave at any time in a manner that suggests
that Mr. Saez used an electrical or mechanical device on the horse during the
Travers Stakes.
• No jockey who participated in the race with Mr. Saez and the outrider observed or
sensed anything out of the ordinary in regard to Mr. Saez’s ride of the horse “Will
Take Charge” during the Travers Stakes.

Conclusion

The Commission’s investigation concludes that Mr. Saez was not carrying any sort of
electrical device and that Mr. Guillot’s allegation was wholly unsubstantiated. This is
the conclusion reached unanimously by the three Stewards and the Commission staff.

The investigation answered the questions the Commission posed at the outset as follows:
• Was any electrical or mechanical device found on the racetrack by NYRA?
No.
• Is the recording of the National Broadcast Company’s (NBC) broadcast from Mr.
Guillot an accurate depiction?
No. The Mr. Guillot-provided video resulted from a mobile device recording
of images displayed on a television monitor displaying output from a home
recording device (e.g. DVR), which had recorded from the original telecast
footage, "compression artifacts" are present.
• What is shown in the highest quality video when analyzed by forensic experts?
Mr. Saez was not carrying any sort of electrical device.
• Was there any aspect of the conduct of Mr. Saez that suggests he was using a device?
No.
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Was there any indication in the behavior of the horse that suggests a device was
used?
No.
Was there any difference in the performance of the horse compared to prior races?
No.
Was there any difference in the reaction of Mr. Saez compared to other races he
won?
No.
Does Mr. Saez or the other jockeys in the race report anything incriminating?
No.
What is the reputation of Mr. Saez among the other jockeys at NYRA races?
Jockeys praised Mr. Saez’s character, personal manner and reputation as a
person and jockey. According to these witnesses, Mr. Saez is a quiet and
reserved young jockey who did not act out of character in the manner in
which he reacted to winning the Travers Stakes.

The New York State Police provided invaluable expertise and analysis to the Commission
through the course of this investigation. The Commission specifically thanks New York
State Police Investigator Ronald Pierone (BCI), Director James Kennedy of the Forensic
Video/Multimedia Services Unit and Senior Investigator Michael Cuomo for their
comprehensive assistance in the investigation.

NYRA’s cooperation and assistance in this matter was crucial to the investigation. NYRA
staff provided inspection and investigative services on the grounds of the track, as well as
video and photographic evidence to the Commission. This cooperation was instrumental
for an investigation of this magnitude.
Thanks are due to NBC which promptly provided unaired footage of the race to the
Commission. The footage permitted a detailed analysis of the actions before, during and
after the Travers Stakes.

The Commission acknowledges the cooperation of the jockeys who rode in the Travers
Stakes, including Mr. Saez, as well as outrider and valet staff in the investigation. The
interviews and signed statements of each of the participants provided necessary context to
conclude that the allegation made was unsubstantiated.
###
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